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ABOUT
EXCELSIA COLLEGE
Established in 1983, Excelsia is one of Australia’s leading Christian higher education providers, and is an 
innovative and creative community of people who are passionate about excelling and growing academically, 
professionally, personally and spiritually. Our students and alumni embark on a journey of lifelong learning 
and leadership.

WORLD-CLASS MENTORSHIP
Students have one-on-one, face-to-face 
classes with high calibre academics each 
week to give them the skills and guidance 
they need to succeed in a career in music.

PASTORAL CARE
Excelsia College prioritises pastoral care which 
is fully integrated throughout the program. It 
is important to the College that we meet the 
personal, social wellbeing and academic needs 
of students.

SHORT FILM PROJECT
Students work with industry professionals to 
produce a short film. You will gain the practical 
skills to succeed in a career in the arts.

MULTIPLE THEATRE PRODUCTIONS
Extensive program of performance and 
production includes Independent Projects 
(theatre independently produced, directed  
and performed), and touring shows.

OUR VISION:  Excelsia contributes to making a better world through active participation in a life-
transforming global Christian learning community.

OUR MISSION:  Excelsia is an academic community benefiting the world by producing research 
characterised by exemplary scholarship consistent with a Christian world view, and graduates prepared  
to lead in a range of professions.

  OUR VALUES

Our values reflect our vision and 
our mission:

1.  Christ-likeness: striving to 
exemplify the life of Christ in 
our commitments, our actions 
and our relationships.

2.  Innovation and creativity: 
working with passion and 
imagination in a range of 
influential professions, to 
further God’s transformative 
work in the world.

3.  Scholarship: creating a 
culture that values the search 
for truth, supports academic 
freedom and rewards  
rigorous thinking.

4.  Service to the community: 
using our skills and abilities in 
and beyond the Institution in 
the service of others.

5.  Lifelong learning: continually 
seeking knowledge, wisdom 
and capability to flourish and 
contribute in a changing world.

GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES

1. Deep Knowledge
  A deep, coherent and extensive knowledge of studied disciplines characterised by 

intellectual openness, creativity and curiosity.

2. Critical Analysis
  Willingness and ability to analyse issues logically, consider different options and 

viewpoints fairly, and make informed decisions in relevant artistic, academic and/or 
professional contexts and settings.

3. Lifelong Learning
  A commitment to lifelong learning characterised by a willingness and ability to 

acquire, develop and apply knowledge and skills that facilitate positive adaptations 
to a changing world.

4.	 Effective	Communication
  Aptitude to communicate information, arguments and ideas effectively and ethically 

through writing, speech and/or artistic expression as appropriate within each discipline.

5. Christian Ethical Action
  A sound knowledge and understanding of Christian values and beliefs, and of the 

relevance of Christian faith to personal life, professional ethics, and social concerns.

6. Self Direction
  A capacity for self-directed learning and activity while working effectively with others in 

scholarly, vocational, civic and/or artistic pursuits and endeavours.

7. Technical Competence
  Competence and facility with materials, processes and technologies relevant to 

learned disciplines, generic information literacy and professional practice.

8. Responsible Innovation
  Oriented towards exhibiting intellectual and artistic enterprise, innovation and 

independence in constructive, creative and responsible ways.
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CAMPUS FEATURES

Macquarie CentreMacquarie Centre

Metro StationMetro Station
Macquarie UniversityMacquarie University

Metro StationMetro Station
Macquarie ParkMacquarie Park

Excelsia CollegeExcelsia College

CONVENIENT LOCATION

Waterloo Road

Waterloo Road

Waterloo Road

Waterloo Road

P

TRANSPORT

5-min walk from Macquarie Park 
Metro Station

1-min walk to bus stop

Free parking

Library

Auditorium/Theatre

Recording studio

Mac lab

Drama and music specialist rooms

Counselling centre

Student facilities
Free wifi
Study desks
Snacks bar
Free coffee 
Microwaves 
Frank Green Smart Cups

CAMPUS FEATURES

Table tennis 
Pool table 
Air hockey table 
Outdoor balcony
Basketball ring
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WHY STUDY AT
EXCELSIA COLLEGE?

          As a professional accent and dialect coach, 
actor and director I am privileged to work with 
the students at Excelsia and help them develop 
their craft. I encourage all of our Creative and 
Performing Arts students to work beyond their 
current abilities and advance their passion into 
an achievable career path. 

Linda is one of Australia’s most sought after accent and 
dialect coaches, working across national touring musicals 
such as Shrek, Saturday Night Fever and Once, as well as 
independent theatre in Sydney. She also coaches for film 
and television in Australia and internationally.

― Linda Nicholls-Gidley
Drama Lecturer

Quality Indicators for
Learning and Teaching

264,660 UNDERGRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS
135 HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS ACROSS AUSTRALIA

EXCELSIA COLLEGE RANKED HIGHLY  

in the 2021 Student Experience Survey for three major areas for both undergraduate and 
postgraduate student experience including teaching quality, student support and skills development.

89.5% 81.6%

Skills Development

79% 
National Average

79% 
National Average

Ex
celsia Undergraduate Ex

celsia Postgraduate

89.5% 83.5%

Teaching Quality

79% 
National Average

80% 
National Average

Ex
celsia Undergraduate Ex

celsia Postgraduate

85.4% 85.6%

Student Support

73% 
National Average

74% 
National Average

Ex
celsia Undergraduate Ex

celsia Postgraduate
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            Studying drama at Excelsia means 
I am able to pursue all my passions, both 
on stage and off. We learn how to create 
a piece of theatre, be a director or a stage 
manager, or even be the designer, whether 
it be in costume, set or props. Coming into 
this course I thought I knew what I wanted 
to do, however, now I really want to try 
everything and I have learned so much in 
only a year. The lecturers care so much  
and truly want to help in any way they  
can. Excelsia is truly a very special place  
to study. 

– Jessica
 Bachelor of Dramatic Art (Theatre Practice) Student

WHY STUDY AT
EXCELSIA COLLEGE?

           Initially, all I thought I could do and wanted to do 
was acting. Excelsia College showed me that was not 
the case. In my first year, Excelsia allowed me to explore 
a range of areas within theatre like design, performance 
and management, and from that, it gave me an option 
to decide what I wanted to dive into more. Excelsia 
College essentially gave me the opportunity to develop 
new skills and interests without sacrificing what I love. 
If it wasn’t for Excelsia I would have never known what 
more I could do.

― Jacob
Bachelor of Dramatic Art Student
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Students exiting the Bachelor of Dramatic 
Art after successfully completing the first two 
years will be awarded the Associate Degree 
of Dramatic Art.
For more details, refer to:   
excelsia.edu.au/study/creative-and-performing-
arts/bachelor-of-dramatic-art/

Course duration:  2 years full-time/4 years part-time

Credit points:  96 credit points

Delivery:  On campus

Available to:  Domestic and international  

CRICOS Code:  081416E

IELTS: 6.0 with no band less than 6.0

AQF:  Level 6 

Financial information: FEE-HELP available for domestic students

Course tuition fee: International students: $11,130 semester/ 
 $44,521 total tuition fee

For more information, refer to our course fees page.

Associate Degree of

DRAMATIC
ART

Excelsia College believes theatre and 
screen are powerful and transformative 
mediums of creativity and thought. The 
Bachelor of Dramatic Art is uniquely 
structured to empower creative portfolio 
careers by equipping students with the 
necessary practical, theoretical and 
entrepreneurial skills to succeed. Whether 
it is in production, performing or directing, 
our staff of industry professionals walk 
alongside students in an environment that 
stimulates creative flourishing.

For more details, refer to:  excelsia.edu.au/
study/creative-and-performing-arts/bachelor-
of-dramatic-art/

Bachelor of 
DRAMATIC
ART

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
For Australian applicants with recent secondary education (school leavers) 

  EDUCATIONAL PREREQUISITES 

• NSW Higher School Certificate or its interstate or overseas equivalent; or

•  Attainment of tertiary qualification, or satisfactory completion of at least 
one year’s full-time load in a tertiary course.

  ARTISTIC AND ACADEMIC SKILL ASSESSMENT

Applicants are expected to have some drama performance experience in 
school, church, community theatre or extras work. Acceptance is by interview 
and audition. The interview gives applicants opportunity to discuss past 
performance and/or production experience. The audition determines current 
and potential acting ability. Assessment criteria for auditions are below.

  AUDITION

Performance applicants should prepare to present two contrasting monologues and 
participate in an improvisation.

Theatre practice applicants should prepare to present one monologue and a portfolio 
demonstrating their area of speciality. For example, a design portfolio.

Course duration:  3 years full-time/6 years part-time

Credit points:  144 credit points

Delivery:  On campus

Available to:  Domestic and international   

CRICOS Code:  054987E

IELTS: 6.0 with no band less than 6.0

AQF:  Level 7 

Financial information: FEE-HELP available for domestic students

Course tuition fee: International students: $11,130 semester/ 
 $66,782 total tuition fee

For more information, refer to our course fees page.

https://excelsia.edu.au/study/creative-and-performing-arts/bachelor-of-dramatic-art/
https://excelsia.edu.au/study/fees-and-scholarships/
https://excelsia.edu.au/study/creative-and-performing-arts/bachelor-of-dramatic-art/
https://excelsia.edu.au/study/fees-and-scholarships/
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Production applicants should prepare to present a portfolio 
showcasing two separate areas of specialty. For example, a design 
portfolio and a director’s book.

An interview is conducted concurrently with the audition. 
Applicants will discuss their previous experience, personal 
motivation and aspirations.

Academic skills: In the audition students will be assessed on their 
literacy through a short test. This determines whether they must 
participate in a bridging course before the degree starts.

For international students

In addition to meeting the educational, artistic and academic 
prerequisites above, international applicants who have not 
completed an educational qualification in English have to provide 
proof of proficiency in English through internationally recognised 
tests such as IELTS or TOEFL, or through satisfactory completion of 
an approved course at one of the College’s partner language colleges.
Overseas students applying for admission to Excelsia College courses must have reached the age of 18 years by the 
commencement of their studies. Excelsia College will not admit overseas students who have not yet reached 18 years 
of age.

For more information, visit our international student page: excelsia.edu.au/international/entry-into-australia/

For applicants with work and life experience, VET studies, and higher education 

All applicants must demonstrate that they have been involved in some form of high level of performance or production 
making for at least three years. For more details on special entry requirements, please visit:
Bachelor of Dramatic Art excelsia.edu.au/study/creative-and-performing-arts/bachelor-of-dramatic-art/
Associate Degree of Dramatic Art excelsia.edu.au/study/creative-and-performing-arts/bachelor-of-dramatic-art/

CREDIT AND RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING (RPL)
Please refer to the Credit and Recognition of Prior Learning Policy reference on our website:
excelsia.edu.au/documents/2016/07/po-stu-02-credit-rpl-policy-issue-18.pdf/

http://excelsia.edu.au/international/entry-into-australia/
https://excelsia.edu.au/study/creative-and-performing-arts/bachelor-of-dramatic-art/
https://excelsia.edu.au/study/creative-and-performing-arts/bachelor-of-dramatic-art/
http://excelsia.edu.au/documents/2016/07/po-stu-02-credit-rpl-policy-issue-18.pdf/
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The course is offered with three major strands of specialisation, and five minor pathways that 
students can choose depending on their passion and interests. 

PERFORMANCE PRACTICE PRODUCTION PRACTICE THEATRE PRACTICE

Prepares actors to compete in a highly 
rigorous industry. Acting, voice and 
movement skills are developed, with 
students exploring both theoretical and 
practical perspectives.

Students must complete all of the units 
as outlined on page 9. Students are then 
to select one of the pathways (outlined 
on page 14).

Provides an intellectual and artistic 
foundation for professional careers in the 
areas of design and stage management. 
Students grow in the confidence 
necessary to generate their own work 
and to participate successfully in a theatre 
company. They will take the opportunity 
to supplement their passion with the 
skills, experiences and expertise for a 
career in theatre, film and television!

Students must complete all of the units 
as outlined on page 9. In addition, 
Production Practice students must 
complete two elected pathways (outlined 
on page 14).

Offers a mixture of performance  
and production units in one program, 
enabling the development of well-
rounded theatrical skills useful for  
work in small theatre companies, 
particularly in the area of theatre 
producing and directing. Paired with  
our Master of Teaching, it also satisfies 
the requirements for secondary  
drama teaching.

Students must complete all of the units 
as outlined on page 9. In addition, 
Theatre Practice students must 
complete the producing pathway as well 
as two other elected pathways (outlined 
on page 14).
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 FIRST YEAR UNITS 

SEMESTER ONE

Acting I
Voice I
Movement I
Story I
Design I
Producing I
Operations I
Formation I (Creative Arts)

SEMESTER TWO

Acting II
Voice II
Movement II
Story II
Design II
Video Production
Formation II (Creative Arts)

 SECOND YEAR UNITS

SEMESTER ONE

Acting III
Voice III
Movement III
Short Plays
Combined Show I
Theatre History I: Reclaiming the past  
  in the present

SEMESTER TWO

Acting IV / Shakespeare Tour
Voice IV
Movement IV
Formation III (Creative Arts)
Theatre History II: Exploring what  
  performance can mean

 THIRD YEAR UNITS

SEMESTER ONE

Acting V
Movement V
Voice V
Independent Theatre Making
Combined Show II
Elective I

SEMESTER TWO

Acting VI
Voice VI
Movement VI
Film Project  
Formation IV: Designing my creative 
  career
Elective II

PERFORMANCE PRACTICE PRODUCTION PRACTICE THEATRE PRACTICE

 FIRST YEAR UNITS

SEMESTER ONE

Acting I
Voice I
Movement I
Story I
Design I
Producing I
Operations I
Formation I (Creative Arts) 

SEMESTER TWO

Acting II
Voice II
Movement II
Story II
Design II
Video Production
Formation II (Creative Arts)

 SECOND YEAR UNITS

SEMESTER ONE

Production Management
Short Plays
Combined Show I 
Theatre History I: Reclaiming the  
  past in the present
Elective I
Elective II

SEMESTER TWO

Theatre Company Management
Shakespeare Tour
Formation III (Creative Arts) 
Elective III
Elective IV
Elective V

THIRD YEAR UNITS

SEMESTER ONE

Independent Theatre Making
Combined Show II
Producing: Festival pre-production
Theatre History II: Exploring what  
  performance can mean
Elective VI

SEMESTER TWO

Film Project
Producing: Festival production
Theatre Project
Formation IV: Designing my creative  
  career
Elective VII

 FIRST YEAR UNITS

SEMESTER ONE

Acting I
Voice I
Movement I
Story I
Design I
Producing I
Operations I
Formation I (Creative Arts)

SEMESTER TWO

Acting II
Voice II
Movement II
Story II
Design II
Video Production
Formation II (Creative Arts)

 SECOND YEAR UNITS

SEMESTER ONE

Mechanical Design
Stage Management I
Short Plays
Combined Show I
Theatre History I: Reclaiming the  
  past in the present
Elective I

SEMESTER TWO

Stage Management II
Visual Design
Shakespeare Tour
Formation III (Creative Arts)
Elective II
Elective III

 THIRD YEAR UNITS

SEMESTER ONE

Technical Design
Project I: Large scale
Independent Theatre Making
Combined Show II
Theatre History II: Exploring what  
performance can mean

SEMESTER TWO

Project II: Festival
Formation IV: Designing my creative  
  career
Film Project
Theatre Project
Elective IV

OR

OR

OR
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Acting I – VI
Acting I – VI develops the foundational 
and advanced skills of acting 
with a clear focus on character 
and situation. Thematic or topical 
content covered includes developing 
dramatic characters; identifying and 
understanding given circumstances; 
common acting terminology and 
creative approaches; development 
of the creative state; skills in self-
awareness, concentration, relaxation 
and focus; ensemble skills as well 
as theatre protocols necessary for 
dramatic work.

Design I – II
Design I – II gives students a 
foundational understanding on the 
role of a costume, set and properties 
designer. The unit combines both 
theory with practical skills to give the 
students an overview of the historical 
origins and processes of a designer 
within a range of positions for both 
theatre and film.  

Directing I – II (Elective)
Directing I – II combines theory with 
practical work to develop in students a 
firm initial grounding in the discipline 
of directing. A historical overview of 
the rise of the director introduces 
students to the specific functions 
of the theatre director. Students 
then learn to approach a text from 
a directorial point of view including 
conducting a detailed analysis of text, 
developing a directorial concept, 
preparing the director’s book, 
implementing various approaches to 
rehearsal, and liaising with designers 
and production personnel.

Formation I – IV: Designing My 
Creative Career 
The formation units of study 
recognise that the spiritual, emotional 
and professional development of a 
person are closely interlinked, and 
that wellbeing and development 
of mature identity relies on the 
integration of character, values and 
ethics in the professional context, as 
well as application of one’s world view 
and cultural inheritance in the social 
and cultural context in which one lives 
and works. In third year, students will 
study Designing My Creative Practice 
which intertwines with the Formation 
content to provide students with 
the opportunity to critically reflect 
on their own creative and business 
practices and to proactively engage 
in learning about and constructing 
their own small business to support 
their craft. This unit investigates the 
mental, physical, financial, social and 
career management competencies 
required to build a sustainable career 
in the arts in Australia. This examines 
the place of the artist within the 

Units
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arts practice, developing skills in 
contemporary film acting technique; 
attending seminars, conferences, 
networking events, studio tours, live 
studio recordings; and participating 
in auditions or casting sessions.  

Mechanical Design
In Mechanical Design students 
engage in the principles, techniques 
and processes required in designing 
props and costumes for live theatrical 
productions. Students apply their 
knowledge, skills and creative 
techniques to the design process 
by producing technical designs and 
artistic renders supported through 
research. Students will analyse 
scripts and interpret signs, symbols 
and metaphors to communicate the 
importance of the prop in the space. 
Knowledge and skills will be applied 
to an Excelsia College production and 
documented in a design portfolio.

Movement I – VI
Movement I – VI introduces students to 
the physical element of acting. Through 
a variety of movement and movement-

based acting techniques students will 
develop skills in detailed observation 
of themselves and others.

Operations I
Operations I addresses the theatre-
making process as one which 
integrates a broad range of skills and 
the combined input of a range of 
professionals. Students learn about 
the protocols, etiquette and hierarchy 
of professional productions and gain 
an understanding of the various 
processes (lighting, sound, stage 
management, set design, backstage 
crew, front of house) that contribute 
to the final production outcome.

Performance Practice
In Performance Practice, students 
are provided with the opportunity 
to rehearse and publicly perform 
in the College performance space. 
Emphasis is placed on professional 
rehearsal and performance processes 
and protocols, and students use, 
incorporate and practise skills 
acquired in previous studies. 
Students also take on performance 
and support production roles, thus 
developing a range of teamwork and 
ensemble skills.

Producing I 
A foundational unit for all majors, 
students will learn the multifaceted 

Australian context. In doing this it 
provides the foundations for students 
to engage in lifelong learning around 
their craft and aims to build a holistic 
framework of learning that supports 
students to engage in sustained 
creative employment. 

Film Project
Film Project provides performance  
and production students with a broad  
overview of the process for generating 
independent films. It is primarily 
a practical unit, drawing on and 
consolidating prior knowledge and 
skills accrued in a variety of subjects, 
and extending skills via practical 
application in small group settings.

Industry Placement (Oz to LA) 
(Elective)
Industry Placement serves to provide 
students with extended exposure 
to the ‘real world’ of filmmaking 
from an actor’s perspective by 
living, studying and engaging with 
the entertainment industry in 
Hollywood. A largely practical unit, 
students are ensconced in full-time 

School  of Creative and Performing Arts
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elements of producing creative work. 
The unit will detail the role of the 
producer and all aspects of the work 
carried out by that role. Students gain 
skills in areas of producing, such as 
artistic vision and purpose, choosing 
creative work, marketing and social 
media, performance rights, managing 
resources and financial governance, 
production scheduling, and innovation. 
Students will also research the close 
study of a well-known theatrical 
producer. In the unit, students will 
synthesise accrued knowledge and skills 
together by completing hypothetical 

tasks. This will prepare them to tackle 
creative projects throughout their 
studies and beyond.

Production Management
In Production Management the roles 
and functions of key administrative, 
artistic and technical personnel 
in a typical theatre company are 
investigated, including those of the 
producer; artistic director; general 
manager; production manager; 
administrator; marketing, public 
relations and development officer; 
and front of house manager.

Production Project
In Production Project students work 
independently to apply and integrate 
skills in a supervised context, further 
developing skills in their own area of 
theatrical specialisation. By taking on 
responsibility for the development and 
execution of a major work, students 
are able to draw extensively on, and 
combine, skills and understanding 
developed across major areas of study 
in their degree program.

Script Writing (Elective)
This unit introduces students to 
the dynamics and key elements 
of successfully scripting playable 
dramatic action. Topics include 
finding a story, monologue, 
dialogue, character, scene 
construction, controlling idea or 
premise, the three-act structure, 
genre and story patterns, playing 
with time, alternative narrative 
strategies, language-driven 
narratives, form and style. 

Stage Management I – II
Stage Management is an intensive 
overview and practicum of the 
functions of the stage manager 
in productions. Over the course 
of the semester, students will 
discuss and implement stage 
management procedures through 
pre-production, rehearsal and 
performance structures.

Story I – II
Story I – II gives students an 
introduction to the role of a 
scriptwriter and director. Combining 

Units
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theory with practical skills, students 
learn and implement the specific 
functions of both a writer and director.

Technical Design
Technical Design provides 
students with an understanding of 
contemporary theatre practice to 
explore the pivotal role of sound 
and lighting in drama. The unit, 
through theoretical and practical 
activities, develops a student’s solid 
understanding of sound and lighting 
design. In doing so, the different 
technical roles are analysed and the 
techniques used to exploit the power 
of sounds and lighting are practised. 

Theatre Company Management
Theatre Company Management 
identifies and equips students with 
the knowledge and skills to run a 
successful arts organisation. This 
unit follows on from Production 
Management, taking skills learned 
and putting them into practice on a 
larger, more expansive scale. Students 
investigate company structures 
specific to arts organisations, 
legislation as well as funding 
opportunities. 

Theatre History I – II
Two units investigate ideas and 
historical circumstances shaping 
contemporary performing arts. 
Key critical terms and conceptual 
models interrogate historical and 
contemporaneous performance 
practices through three world views: 
modernism, postmodernism, and 
after postmodernism. Questions of 
authorship, beauty, power, training, 
and institutionalisation of the arts are 
also examined.   

Theatre Project
In Theatre Project, students 
independently create a major theatre-
related project in their final semester 
of study. By taking on responsibility 
for the development and execution 
of a major work, students incorporate 
a significant body of practical and 
theoretical work, demonstrate 
practical leadership skills as a trained 
professional, apply and integrate skills 
in a supervised context, and further 
develop knowledge and skills in their 
own area of theatrical specialisation.

Theatre Secondment (Elective)
Theatre Secondment contributes 
to the knowledge and experience 
students require for entry into an 
area of specialisation within the 
performing arts industry. In the 
context of the unit, students gain an 
in-depth understanding of the creative 
processes involved in a major project 
or production, accomplished through 
PAR (practice as research).

Video Production
Video Production delivers a powerful 
experience for storytellers wishing to 
use new techniques to communicate 
with audiences. The unit covers 
storytelling through the basics of 
camera operation, lights and sound, 
picture editing and sound design. 

Visual Design
In Visual Design students engage 
in the principles, techniques and 
processes required in designing 
sets for live theatrical productions. 
Students apply their knowledge, 
skills and creative techniques to 
the design process in producing 
freehand sketches, renderings, 
accurate scale models, plans and 
working drawings as well as the 
unpacking and exploration of 
the script, integration of signs, 
symbols and metaphors and the 
configuration of the theatre space.

Voice I – VI
Voice I – VI explores the foundations 
of vocal technique for the actor, 
including the underlying principles of 
vocal technique, anatomical structure, 
phonetic theory, professional practice 
and performance technique. Classes 
include physical exercises to increase 
vocal awareness and ability, foundation 
phonetics, and sessions of text work to 
assist the actor’s performance.
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Semester

3

4

5

6

Story 

Directing I

Script Writing I

Tech
 

Stage 
Management I

Stage 
Management II

Producing

Production 
Management  

Theatre Company
Management

Design

Mechanical 
Design

Visual 
Design  

Technical 
Design

Acting

2 of the following: 
Acting III, 
Voice III, 
Movement III

2 of the following: 
Acting IV, 
Voice IV, 
Movement IV

2 of the following: 
Acting V, 
Voice V, 
Movement V

2 of the following: 
Acting VI, 
Voice VI, 
Movement VI

Project I

Project II 

PATHWAY LAYOUT

Units
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EXCELSIA COLLEGE’S OZ TO LA PROGRAM gives students a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to study in Los 

Angeles, rubbing shoulders with some of the biggest names in showbiz. Throughout the program, students will 

study five days a week at a renowned Los Angeles school in an intense and concentrated manner, testing their 

commitment, passion and suitability for life as an actor.

FEE-HELP is available for the training and course-related costs of the Oz to LA program. Students are  

required to cover the upfront costs of approximately $11,500. This includes accommodation, flights, living  

and other expenses.

                         What does it include?

10 weeks intensive actor training

Audition / casting sessions

Exclusive meetings

Industry conferences

Networking opportunities

Studio tours

HOLLYWOOD
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The information contained in this course guide was accurate at the time of publication. Excelsia reserves the right to amend 
the material contained in this guide without notice in response to changing circumstances or for any other reason.
For most up-to-date course information please visit our website.

Step 5

Complete application formStep 4

Step 1 Select the course
at: excelsia.edu.au/study/

Apply
Once you submit your application Excelsia staff will contact you within days to confirm receipt 

and talk through the next steps in the process.

Step 2 Check entry requirements

Step 3 Gather the required documents 

Information about applications is available at: excelsia.edu.au/study/how-to-apply/

excelsia.edu.au
info@excelsia.edu.au
+61 2 9819 8888

69-71 Waterloo Road
Macquarie Park, Sydney
NSW 2113
ABN 50 360 319 774
TEQSA PRV12064
CRICOS CODE 02664K

http://excelsia.edu.au/study/
http://excelsia.edu.au/study/how-to-apply/

